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ABSTRACT
Graph processing kernels and sparse-representation linear alge-
bra workloads such as PageRank are increasingly used in machine
learning and graph analytics contexts. While data-parallel process-
ing and chip-multiprocessors have both been used in recent years
as complementary mitigations to the slowing rate of single-thread
performance improvements, they have been used together most
effectively on dense data-structure representations as opposed to
sparse representations. We present nested-parallelism implemen-
tations of PageRank for RISC-V multi-processor Rocket chip SoCs
with Hwacha vector architecture accelerators. These software im-
plementations are used for hardware and software design-space ex-
ploration using FPGA-accelerated simulation with multiple silicon-
proven multi-processor SoC configurations. The design space in-
cludes a variety of scalar cores, vector accelerator cores, and cache
parameters, as well as multiple software implementations with
tunable parallelism parameters. This work shows the benefits of
the loop-raking vectorizing technique compared to an alternative
vectorizing technique, and presents up to a 14x run-time speedup
relative to a parallel-scalar implementation running on the same
SoC configuration. A 25x speedup is demonstrated in a dual-tile
SoC with dual-lanes-per-tile vector accelerators, compared to a
minimal scalar implementation, demonstrating the scalability of
the proposed nested-parallelism techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION
Graph processing has been a recent topic of interest in high per-
formance computing, systems, and architecture research. While
graph abstractions have long been of interest in mathematical and
numerical computing communities, the rise of data analytics and
the big-data revolution have exposed the various use-cases of graph
processing to many additional domains. Computing statistical prop-
erties of graphs is required for many scientific, data-analysis, and
machine learning applications, including recommendation systems
[5], fraud detection [2] and biochemical processes [1, 28].

The Hwacha micro-architecture [20, 29] is a silicon-proven[16,
22, 23, 32] open-source decoupled vector-machine implementation
associated with the RISC-V ISA and Rocket-Chip SoC generator
[4] infrastructure. It is an evolution of previous decoupled vector-
fetch projects such as Maven [19], and uses the Hwacha RISC-V
non-standard ISA extension. Hwacha’s main micro-architectural
features include a decoupled multi-lane design orchestrated by a
master sequencer. Each lane consists of an SRAM-based register
file with a capacity of 16 KiB, allowing for a maximum vector
length of 2048 double-width elements. The SRAM-based register file
consists of 4 1R1W banks accessed in a systolic pattern, providing
for an aggregate read bandwidth of 4x128 bits and an equal write
bandwidth every cycle. Each lane also includes several floating-
point and integer functional units allowing for a throughput of
approximately 4 ops/cycle, depending on the operation. Hwacha is

integrated with the Rocket Chip SoC generator and uses a TileLink-
based [8] cache-coherent memory system. The vector memory unit
(VMU) in each lane has a bandwidth of 128 bits/cycle to the backing
L2 cache.

The Hwacha micro-architecture has been optimized for, and
mostly been evaluated on, dense linear algebra kernels such as
general matrix multiplication (DGEMM) [21]. Specifically, it has
not been designed or optimized for sparse and irregular workloads,
and the properties of the Hwacha vector architecture have not
yet been explored using sparse linear algebra kernels. An evalua-
tion of the bottlenecks of sparse linear algebra workloads on this
micro-architecture can provide additional insight into future design
choices.

One particular instance of a common graph processing kernel is
PageRank [27]. PageRank is an algorithm originally used by Google
to measure the importance of websites, with the purpose of ranking
them. Each website is modeled as a node (or vertex) in a graph, and
hyperlinks between websites are modeled as edges in the graph.
After running the PageRank algorithm, each vertex (representing
a website) is assigned a PageRank score, which allows it to be
compared and ordered against other websites, hence - creating a
ranking. The PageRank score is effectively a probability distribution
that represents the likelihood of a random walker (or a random
"hyperlink clicker") to arrive at a particular vertex (or web-page).
By viewing the PageRank problem as an irreducible Markov chain,
this probability distribution can be computed as an eigenvector
problem or a homogeneous linear system [10, 18]. Using the power
method, this results in an iterative process of sparse matrix-vector
multiplication (SpMV) operations. Therefore PageRank SpMV im-
plementations can be representative of a large class of sparse linear
algebra workloads.

When exploring parallel implementations, researchers are com-
monly constrained by rigid assumptions: either a fixed hardware
implementation (such as the case in high-performance computing
research), or fixed software benchmark suits (such as the case for
hardware architecture evaluation). This work attempts to broaden
the design space to include both hardware and software parameters
for mappings of PageRank kernels to a chip multi-processor with
Hwacha vector accelerators.

2 NESTED PARALLELISM PAGERANK
Throughout this study, "nested parallelism" is considered to be
the use of multiple parallel execution methods in a hierarchical
manner. Nested parallelism is used extensively in various software
libraries to maximize the amount of exploited parallelism given a
set of execution resources. Furthermore, it allows for tuning and
finer-grained load-balancing between parallelizable elements [11].

The ideas of exploiting nested parallelism in graph process-
ing have shown encouraging results in several previous attempts.
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Nested parallelism within a single GPU has been studied to effi-
ciently utilize GPU architectures for general data-parallel work-
loads [12, 26]. Nested parallelism using multiple GPUs has been
demonstrated on graph processing algorithms, but requires care-
ful dynamic load balancing due to the high cost of transferring
data between host processors and CPUs [13]. Nested parallelism
in graph processing has also been explored using packed-SIMD
approaches with Intel AVX extensions and multi-core processors
[14, 25]. Recent work by research groups in Cornell [17] provides
significant contributions in the study and taxonomy of loop-level
parallelism through nested parallel hardware elements. Loop-task
parallel programs are a major use-case for nested-parallelism im-
plementations. This study explores the nested parallelism of chip
multi-processors (CMPs) with decoupled vector-fetch machines
integrated into SoCs, based on the silicon-proven Hwacha [20]
micro-architecture. This involves both hand-tuned optimization
of the internal vector-architecture code for the consideration of
the particular sparse data-structures representations, as well as
an additional layer of OpenMP for CMP multi-threading and load-
balancing management. To our knowledge, this nested-parallelism
approach for PageRank has not been previously attempted us-
ing vector-fetch architecture instructions sets and vector-machine
micro-architectures.

2.1 DCSR/DCSC Sparse Matrix Representation
Static graphs can be represented as sparse adjacency matrices.
Sparse matrices are commonly represented using multiple levels of
indirection, making the exploitation of parallelism within a sparse
matrix for linear algebra operations highly dependent upon the
data-structure representation. While some representations such
as Coordinate format (COO) may allow embarrassingly-parallel
execution at the cost of data-locality, other representations such as
Compressed Sparse Row/Column (CSR/CSC) improve data-locality
and constant-time accesses at the cost of creating dependencies
between different parts of the data-structure (hence, reducing par-
allelism).

The Double Compressed Sparse Row/Column (DCSR/DCSC) [7]
representation adds an additional level of indirection on-top of
CSR/CSC representations. This format is useful for the cases of
hyper-sparse matrices [7], since it provides an additional level of
compression. Nevertheless, this additional level of compression
comes at the cost of an explicit indices arrays and an auxiliary
pointers array to reduce access time complexity.

For the purposes of nested-parallelism experimentation, DCSR/DCSC
representations are a useful data structure, since they expose two
levels of indirection, which provide a natural boundary between two
levels of parallelism. A simple scalar implementation of a PageRank
SpMV kernel using a DCSR format includes 3 nested loops: The
outer loop iterates over the auxiliary row partition pointers (each
of which points to the beginning of a CSR matrix), the second loop
iterates over the row indices and pointers, and finally the inner
loop iterates over the non-zero values and column indices.

Hence, the top level of the DCSR data structure (the outermost
loop) can be thought of as a coarse-grained parallel layer. This layer
can be parallelized in multi-threaded hardware implementations by
using parallel hardware threads. Specifically, the implementations

Figure 1: Packed-Stripmining and Loop Raking vectoriza-
tion methods for a CSR sub-component of a DCSR matrix.
The blue arrows represent the actions of virtual proces-
sors in the first iteration, while the red arrows represent
the actions of virtual processors in the second iteration. In
packed-stripmining, the pointer array is accessed contigu-
ously, while in loop raking, the values array is accessed with
a constant stride.

in this work use OpenMP threads to parallelize across CMP cores.
Note each thread processes a sub-section of the matrix which is
represented in CSR format (with the additional row indices array).

The second level of our nested-parallelism scheme therefore
processes the internal CSR sub-matrices. We use the data-parallel
vector-architecture accelerator in order to parallelize the internal
loops of the CSR sub-matrices. Hence, we refer to the coarse-grained
single level parallel implementation as the reference scalar imple-
mentation.

2.2 Virtual Processors View
A popular way of thinking of the parallel nature of vector ma-
chines is as multiple concurrent "virtual processors" [3, 31]. Since
a CSR matrix data-structure is composed of two arrays, the vir-
tual processors can operate in-parallel either on the pointers array,
or on the values array. In graph-processing terms, these two ap-
proaches have been described in [12] as the node-parallel approach
and the edge-parallel approach. This work attempts to apply these
approaches by comparing two vectorizing techniques: the first
technique, nicknamed "packed-stripmining", attempts parallel pro-
cessing of the pointers array elements (node-centric). The second
technique, known as "loop-raking", focuses on parallel processing
of the values array (edge-centric). Note that "packed stripmining"
and "loop raking" are not complementary approaches used together,
but rather alternative approaches to parallelizing the same problem
across different parts of the data-structure.

2.3 Packed-Stripmining
Stripmining is a common technique for vectorization of dense loops
using vector-length-agnostic code. This means that the code is not
aware of the size of the hardware vector registers during compile-
time. Therefore, a stripmining loop attempts to configure the max-
imum possible requested vector length, and treats the accommo-
dated vector length as a variable. The stripmining loop then “strips”
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a layer of the actual vector register length, and repeats the process
for reminder.

However, stripmining works best on a continuous array of el-
ements in order to exploit parallelism efficiently. In the case of a
CSR sparse matrix representation, the imbalance in the number
of non-zero elements in each sparse row of a CSR matrix requires
additional manipulation for efficient stripmining. The progress of
the stripmining loop over the pointers array depends on the number
of non-zero elements each pointer in the array is pointing too. This
imbalance results in processing elements being idle, waiting for
the "worst case" virtual processor to finish. One possible solution
to this scenario is to pack only "active" (non-idle) pointers from
the pointers array. The "Packed-Stripmining" approach for CSR
matrices "packs" an array of imbalanced row pointers into a dense
array, at the cost of using control-flow statements within each itera-
tion of the stripmining loop. By re-packing the row-pointers every
iteration of the vector-processing loop, this "packed-stripmining"
loop can operate on the packed array as it would commonly operate
in balanced dense scenarios.

Note, that the packing stage itself cannot be vectorized due to an
internal conditional while loop which breaks the vectorization (or
result in an inefficient implementation), and therefore the packing
process is separated from the vectorized segment. However, since
the Hwacha vector accelerator is a vector-fetch architecture, there
is a possibility of overlap between control flow code, running on
the scalar core, and vectorized code, running on the vector acceler-
ator. This overlap should help minimize the additional control-flow
overhead, incurred by the packing stage.

Furthermore, while the packing approach is designed to fix the
problem of imbalanced sparse matrices (and transitively, imbal-
anced and power-law graphs), this approach still encounters a
difficulty if the imbalance is extreme (for example: one row has
more elements than all other rows combined), or if there is sig-
nificant imbalance towards the last rows/columns of the matrix.
We must remember that each virtual-processor handles only one
row (or "vertex" in the case of a graph), and therefore, if all the
virtual-processors are done working but there is one rowwith many
elements that still need to be processed, this row will only be pro-
cessed by a single virtual-processor while leaving the remaining
virtual processors idle.

2.4 Loop-Raking
The Loop Raking vectorizing approach was originally proposed for
sorting algorithms [31]. The raking access pattern is a common
vector pattern used for two-dimensional data-structures [3]. It has
been commonly used in dense data-structure scenarios such as
dense matrix multiplication and data compression. It allows con-
tiguous elements to be processed by the same virtual processor,
which can have positive or negative implications (depending on the
scenario) regarding spatial data-locality, memory consistency and
atomic operations. In the raking access pattern, virtual-processors
process array-elements in intervals of array_size/vector_lenдth.

This approach offers a partial solution to the imbalance problems
that appear in the packed-stripmining approach. In loop-raking, all
virtual processors can be utilized in every iteration of the loop (with
the possible exception of the last iteration). Since the vectorization

is performed across the values array rather than the pointers ar-
ray, performing an PageRank SpMV with loop-raking results in
an inherently more load-balanced scheme. Nevertheless, checking
row sizes and boundaries is still required in order to have full in-
formation about each matrix element for the purposes of linear
algebra operations. Therefore, unlike the dense use cases for which
loop-raking was originally proposed, a "tracker" vector register is
still required in the sparse matrix case in order to maintain infor-
mation about progress through each row in a CSR structure. This
tracker vector somewhat limits the possible load-balancing, since
the current implementation under evaluation in this work chooses
to define the rake interval as the size of the largest row. Therefore,
while loop-raking resolves the utilization problem of processing a
large row at the tail-end of the matrix, it does not solve the problem
of an extremely large row which composes the majority of elements
in the matrix (as may be the case in a power-law graph).

Another way to view the difference between packed-stripmining
and loop-raking is by the types of tracking checks that are per-
formed. In the packed-stripmining approach, the “virtual proces-
sors” process the packed array, and perform checks to track the
progress of elements in the non-zero elements array. This is as
opposed to the loop-raking approach, in which the "virtual proces-
sors" process the non-zero elements array (both the indices and the
values), while performing checks to track the status of the pointers
array.

3 EVALUATION METHOD
In order to fully implement and evaluate the proposed parallel
nested-parallelism models, a full Linux-based software stack was
required. Standard parallel programming libraries such as OpenMP
are used for the external coarse-grain parallelism level and to
perform pre-processing and data-structure construction on pub-
lic graph datasets. GraphMat [30] was chosen as the base graph-
processing framework infrastructure in this work for several rea-
sons. GraphMat uses DCSC and DCSR data-structures to repre-
sent the graph adjacency matrices, which have been previously
described to provide a natural boundary between the external paral-
lelism abstraction and the internal parallelism abstraction in nested-
parallelism. Since common graph processing benchmark data-sets
are usually provided in edge-list format, the use of the GraphMat
infrastructure abstracts away the complexities of constructing the
efficient DCSC and DCSR graph representations out of these edge-
list formats. Additionally, GraphMat uses bit-vectors in-order to
help represent sparse vectors. The use of bit-vector is very similar
to the use of vector predicate registers in the Hwacha vector accel-
erator. While the Hwacha architecture is not able to load bit-vectors
directly into predicate registers, this implementation is still helpful
for it’s equivalent representation. GraphMat has been used for a
variety of experiments and workloads, including in the architec-
ture research community [9], and has proven to be consistently
high-performing while maintaining it’s unique abstractions.

Hardware design space exploration is based on the Rocket Chip
SoC generatorwith theHwacha vector accelerator generator. Rocket
Chip is a silicon-proven SoC generator associated with the RISC-V
ecosystem. The SoC setup includes configurations with single-core
and dual-core Rocket Chip in-order cores, each accompanied by
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Figure 2: Hardware SoC configurations under evaluation
generated by the rocket chip generator with the Hwacha
vector accelerator. Different colors mark different hardware
configuration parameters under exploration

various configurations of single-lane or dual-lane Hwacha vector
accelerators. We group together a single scalar in-order core and a
single vector accelerator into a tile. The SoC configurations include
a memory hierarchy with two levels of cache, of which the vector-
accelerator is connected directly to the L2 cache. The size of the L2
cache is also configurable parameter across the test configurations.

Performance evaluation was executed using FPGA-accelerated
cycle-exact simulation on the FireSim platform [15]. The FireSim
platform allows for FPGA-accelerated cycle-exact simulation on
the public cloud using Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 FPGA
instances. This FPGA-accelerated simulation enables running ap-
plication benchmarks on top of a fully functional Linux system in
a cycle-accurate simulation with only a 500x slow-down compared
to real time execution on a real silicon implementation. Similar
experiments would require multiple weeks using standard soft-
ware RTL simulators. Furthermore, the FireSim framework also
includes elaborate memory models which can simulate a full DDR3
backing memory system and last level caches (LLC) with high pre-
cision timing models, while maintaining the performance level of
FPGA-accelerated simulation [6]. It is worth noting that at least two
of the SoC configurations under evaluation have been previously
taped-out as test-chips. However, since test-chips lack a realistic
backing-memory system (which is significant for the evaluation of
sparse workloads), we chose to perform the full evaluation using
the FireSim platform.

Twelve different SoC hardware configurations were simulated
with a simulated SoC frequency of 1033 MHz. The backing-memory
model used for the simulations was a DDR3 memory model with
speed-grade of 14-14-14. Figure 2 shows block diagrams of the
evaluated SoC configurations.

Performance was measured on three sample graphs selected
from the Stanford Network Analysis Project [24]. The graphs were
selected to present different use-cases and characteristics, while
still maintaining a size which allows for testing at reasonable times
across the design-space.

Performance was also evaluated using an additional software
parameter which controls the number of DCSR partitions in rela-
tion to the number of hardware threads. This DCSR partition factor

is multiplied by the number of hardware threads to determine the
number of overall top-level DCSR partitions. For example, if the
DCSR partition factor is 4, and the number of hardware threads is 2
(in a dual-tile configuration), then the graph DCSR representation
will have 8 DCSR partitions. Since the coarse-grain OpenMP exter-
nal parallelization scheme parallelizes across cores using units of
DCSR partitions, increasing this factor increases the granularity of
the dynamic allocation of partitions between cores. However, while
this factor increases the dynamic allocation of kernels to hardware
threads, it may also decrease vector lengths used in the vectorized
code if a large number of partitions results in smaller graph sections
per-partition.

4 DESIGN SPACE ANALYSIS
The measured results present several interesting patterns. We ad-
dress two different speedups when analyzing the results: the overall-
speedup compared to a reference minimal scalar design (single-tile,
L2 size of 512 KB), and relative-speedup compared to an equiva-
lent design without a vector accelerator (i.e. a dual-tile-single-lane
design would be compared against a scalar implementation of a
dual-tile design with the same cache size).

4.1 L2 Cache Size
Unsurprisingly, different cache sizes have little to no effect on the
performance of PageRank on all graph types and all parallel PageR-
ank implementations in the various hardware configurations. This
behavior is consistent both when varying the number of tiles and
when varying the number of vector lanes. The wikiVote graph is
small enough to fit in all of the evaluated L2 cache configurations,
hence, it is not surprising that we do not observe changes in be-
havior across the evaluated L2 cache sizes for the wikiVote graph.
However the roadNet-CA and amazon0302 graphs are larger graphs
which cannot fit in any of the L2 cache size configurations, but we
also do not observe an improvement across different cache sizes
for these larger graphs under any implementation. This behavior is
somewhat expected of graph workloads, which have been known
to have poor spatial and temporal locality.

4.2 Number of Tiles vs. Vector Lanes
As expected, increasing the number of tiles improves the absolute
performance of all graphs and software configurations compared
to a minimal single-tile configuration. The coarse-grain OpenMP-
based scalar reference implementation obtains near-linear scaling
between a single tile to two tiles. However, when comparing the
relative-speedup of the vectorized kernels vs. the reference scalar
kernel (figure 4), it is noticeable that the loop raking technique
obtains a higher relative-speedup in the dual-tile case compared
to the single-tile case. On the other hand, the packed-stripmining
approach obtains the same, and sometimes even worst, relative-
speedup in the dual-tile case compared to the single-tile case. When
considering the absolute-speedup between the single-tile and dual-
tile case 3), the loop-raking technique obtains near-linear abso-
lute scaling between one-tile to two-tiles, similar to the scaling
of the scalar implementation. The packed stripmining approach
presents less consistent scaling behavior, especially on the ama-
zon0302 graph. We can conclude from these observations that the
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Figure 3: Design space exploration across hardware parameters. Comparison on absolute Speedup compared to a minimal
reference design consisting of a single scalar core and 512KB L2 cache. The dual-tile/single-lane configuration provides greater
speedup than the single-tile/dual-lane configuration (with similar area overheads). L2 cache size is not a factor for speedups
on graphs larger than the cache size.

loop-raking method is more scalable, in relation to the number of
tiles, than the packed-stripmining method.

Also as expected, increasing the number vector lanes per tile gen-
erally improves the performance of most graph and software con-
figurations, compared to a single-lane or single-scalar-tile configu-
rations. Similarly to the multi-tile case, the loop-raking technique
obtains a higher relative-speedup in the dual-lane case compared
to a single-lane case. However, this observation is less-informative
than in the dual-tile case, since the multi-lane scenario relative-
speedup is equivalent to the multi-lane absolute-speedup since
there is only a single scalar core in both the single-lane and dual-
lane cases. The absolute-speedup scaling between the single-lane
configuration to the dual-lane configuration does not scale as well
as it did in the multi-tile comparison. For the packed-stripmining
method, an additional lane provides a minimal speedup gain. Fur-
thermore, the packed-stripmining implementation actually exhibits
a smaller speedup in the dual-lane configuration on the wikiVote
graph compared to the single-lane configuration. Nevertheless, it is
clear than an additional lane indeed provides additional significant
speedup for the loop-raking method.

Given the area and power cost of additional tiles and vector lanes,
it is interesting to investigate the trade-off between the two for
each parallel implementation. We would like to compare a single-
tile-dual-lane design to a dual-tile-single-lane design. Both designs
have a total of two vector lanes (albeit, split between two tiles vs.
concentrated in one tile), but the latter has an additional scalar con-
trol processor controlling the second vector lane. While the area
comparison is not exact, we know from previous test-chips which
include Rockets scalar processors and Hwacha vector accelerators
[16] that the vector lanes are the dominant area component com-
pared to scalar cores. When observing the normalized speedups in
figure 3, it is clear that a dual-tile-single-lane design demonstrates a
more significant speedup compared to the minimal scalar single-tile
scalar design on all of the evaluated graphs. Figure 4 shows that
these observations remain consistent across the different software
configurations as well. We can therefore conclude that multi-tile-
single-lane configurations are likely a better choice for a PageRank
workload with nested-parallelism implementations (and perhaps

sparse workloads in general) compared to single-tile-multi-lane
configurations. Nevertheless, these observations need to be sup-
ported by supplemental energy and area measurements from a
fabricated SoC.

4.3 Packed-Stripmining vs. Loop-Raking
An initial observation of the measured results in figure 4 indicates
that the best performing vectorized kernel depends on the choice of
graph and the DCSR partitioning parameters. When observing the
results with a DCSR partition factor of 1, we see that loop-raking
outperforms packed-stripmining for the wikiVote and amazon0302
graphs, but gets beaten in the roadNet-CA graph. However, fur-
ther observation demonstrates that the loop-raking speedup (both
relative-speedup and absolute-speedup) improves as the DCSR par-
tition factor increases for the roadNet-CA and amazon0302 graphs.
Hence, for DCSR partition factors of 4, 8 and 16, loop-raking is
able to out-perform packed-stripmining for the roadNet-CA graph
as well. Furthermore, the maximum observed speedups obtained
by loop-raking (both relative-speedups and absolute-speedups) are
significantly higher than the maximum observed speedups obtained
by packed-stripmining (5.1x, 4.6x, 2.7x maximum relative speedups
for the 3 graphs using packed-stripmining, vs. 7.3x, 9.2x, 13.9x
maximum relative-speedups for the 3 graphs respectively using
loop-raking). We can therefore conclude that when tuned correctly,
loop-raking is generally a better choice of vectorizing kernel for
nested-parallelism PageRank implementations. Additional analysis
regarding the impact of graph properties on the behavior of each
of the implementation is omitted from this report due to space
constraints.

4.4 Vector vs. Multi-Core Scalar Processors
Another question of interest when addressing graph-processing
and sparse workloads regards the benefit of data-level parallelism
vs. task-level parallelism. This question can be projected to the
design space under evaluation by comparing the run-time of a
scalar-parallel implementation to an equivalent vectorized imple-
mentation. It is important to note that while the scalar implemen-
tation in this evaluation has a parallel dimension across DCSR
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Figure 4: Design space exploration across software parameters. Absolute and relative Speedups for 4 SoC configurations. SoC
configurations are labeled with the format T[Number of Tiles]L[Number of Vector Lanes per Tile]C[L2 Cache Size]. The small
graph is negatively impacted by the software partition factor due to the reduce vector length. Loop-rakingwith higher software
partition factors allow for better load-balancing, and therefore better speed-ups. Large partition factor allow loop-raking to
outperform packed-stripmining on all graphs.

partitions, this is only coarse-grained task-level parallelism. The
internal loops of the scalar implementation were not optimized for
task-level parallelism. Nevertheless, we can attempt to perform a
coarse-estimate by observing the results of figure 3.We observe that
the dual-tile configurations obtain a 2x speedup when using the
scalar implementations compared to the single-tile scalar implemen-
tations. At the same time, we observe that a single-tile-single-lane
vector accelerator obtains between 2.75-8.6x speedup compared to
the scalar implementation.

When analyzing the benefits of adding a vector accelerator for
a sparse workload as opposed to adding additional scalar cores,
we must consider the number of addition functional units that are
contributed by a vector accelerator vs. a scalar core. The Hwacha
vector accelerator has 4 floating-point functional units, while a
Rocket scalar core has only 1. In almost all cases, we observe that
an implementation consisting of the Hwacha vector accelerator
obtains more than a 4x absolute speedup. The only cases where
the vector accelerator obtains an absolute speedup lower than 4x
are for the wikiVote graph in the packed-stripmining case, and for
certain DCSR partition configurations of the CA-roadNet graph in
the loop-raking case. Hence, it is reasonable to concluded that with
the correct choice of software implementation and optimization,
the vector accelerator can potentially achieve the desired speedup
(greater than 4x) in all of the evaluated scenarios, and therefore
data-parallel vector accelerators remain a valid choice for sparse
and graph-processing workloads.

5 CONCLUSION
This work presents SW/HW co-design space exploration and evalu-
ation of nested-parallelism PageRank graph processing kernels on

multi-core vector architectures. The design space was evaluated by
using a variety of SoC configurations of Rocket multi-processors
with Hwacha vector accelerators and multiple software configu-
rations. This work demonstrated the benefits of the loop-raking
vectorizing technique compared to the packed-stripmining vectoriz-
ing technique for a sparse data-structure representations, attributed
to the overhead of additional re-packing in the scalar-processor and
longer vector lengths. Furthermore, this work demonstrated that
using correct data-structure partitioning, the loop-raking vector-
izing technique can achieve up to 14x relative-speedup compared
to equivalent coarse-grained parallel scalar implementations, and
a 25x absolute speedup compared to a minimal single-tile scalar
implementation by using dual-tile SoC with dual-lanes-per-tile
vector accelerators. Finally, this work demonstrated that a dual-
tile-single-vector-lane approach achieves the best performance for
these types of vectorized nested-parallel sparse workloads under
evaluation within fixed area constraints, by providing a balanced
mix of multi-tile task-level parallelism and vector architecture data-
level parallelism.
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